Super-bunches are long bunches with a flat longitudinal profile, which could potentially increase the LHC luminosity in a future upgrade. We present example parameters and discuss a variety of issues related to such super-bunches. including heam-beam tune shift, tune footprints, crossing schemes, luminosity, intrakam scattering, and electron cloud. We highlight the benefits, disadvantages and open questions.
INTRODUCTION
About 20 years after the CERN ISR stopped colliding protons against protons. its luminosity has not yet been reached by any of the succeeding hadmn colliders. The impressive performance of the ISR is illustrated in Table 1 . The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is scheduled to come on line in 2007. With a design energy of 7 TeV, it aims at a luminosity of 10" cm-'s-', which is 70 times the ISR peak value. A recent feasibility study for an LHC upgrade [I] indicates various possibilities to further increase both luminosity and energy.
A characteristic feature of the ISR is that, unlike any of the later machines, it collided coasting (i.,e., unbunched) beams, at a high current. In a multi-TeV collider, like the LHC or its upgrade, this is not possible, since we must provide an abort gap without beam, for machine protection and heam removal, and the total current is limited by synchrotron radiation heat load. Nevertheless, there is a way to mimic the ISR. Namely, we can prcduce a quasicoasting beam, if we confine one or several long bunches with a uniform ('flat') density profile by a barrier rf hncket. 
LUMINOSITY AND TUNE SHIFT
Hadron colliders are limited by the beam-beam tune shift. Based on the SPS experience, a maximum total tune shift AQtat (sum over all IPS) of 0.01 appears to be a realistic and conservative upper value and has been the design criterion for the LHC. For a constant heambeam Nne shift, the LHC luminosity with alternating crossing at two IPS can be raised above the nominal value by increasing the product of bunch length and crossing angle roughly in proportion to the bunch population [SI. Figure 1 suggests that a factor 5-6 increase in luminosity may be attainable for Gaussian hunches. As also shown in Fig. 1 , an additional factor of 1.4 can he gained by colliding hunches with a flat longitudinal profile, e.g., super-bunches, instead of Gaussian hunches. In both cases, the parameter region of interest is (1) where X denotes the (peak) line density. Combining (I). or its equivalent for a uniform hunch, with (2) confirms that the luminosity for a flat profile is 4 higher than for a Gaussian hunch of equaltotal tune shift and charge [41.
Super-hunches are only one way to create a flat profile; another possibility are shorter 'hollow bunches', already available from the PS booster [61. Table 2 compares the nominal and ultimate LHC design parameters with three tentative options for a luminosity u p grade. All upgrades employ a reduced p', and promise luminosities a factor 7-9 above nominal. In the second fightmost column we consider alarge 'Piwinski parameter', i.e., oZ0/(Za') >> 1, with enhanced crossing angle and hunch current, hut still keep 2808 hunches. The two sets of numbers in this column refer to either Gaussian hunches (up) or to uniform bunches (down). The far right column contains parameters for a single super-bunch. for super-hunches colliding at two different crossing angles in two orientations. For 0 = 1 mad, the diffusion rate is much smaller than in the nominal LHC, and there is no threshold 'diffusive aperture' as for the latter (see, e.g.. 
IS]).

ELECTRON CLOUD
A funher important benefit of super-bunches is an almost complete suppression of the electron-cloud build up and the associated heat load. If the beam profile is uniform, only photo-electrons generated at the very end of the hunch passage can he accelerated and acquire energy in the to the hunch length. The maximum available cooling capacity in the LHC arcs is about 1 Wlm. For total bunch lengths of 1 m or higher, the electron-cloud heat load becomes insignificant, even at a maximum secondary emission yield as large as 6,, = 1.4. This should be compared with the nominal LHC, where 6 , , 
INTRABEAM SCATTERING
An important emittance-growth mechanism in hadron colliders is inuaheam scattering (IBS). The difference in IBS growth rates between a Gaussian hunch and a superhunch arises solely from integrating the square of the longitudinal density X(s). The relation between the two IBS growth rates is assuming that the momentum spread is the same. Then, for equal bunch population N b and leat = a u , , both luminosity and IBS growth rate of a uniform (super-)hunch are fi times larger than for a Gaussian hunch. IBS growth rates can be calculated by MAD [IO] [U]. Fig. 5 illustrates that the IBS rise times increase suhstantially for larger momentum spread, which amounts to another possible advantage of the super-bunches.
Bone appmr. 
CONCLUSIONS
Super-hunch collisions in a future LHC upgrade promise a higher luminosity, that may reach ten times the nominal value. accompanied by an improved beam-beam dynamics, negligible heat load from electron cloud, and increased IBS rise times. The larger luminosity and IBS rise times may also be realized by hollow bunches. A number of open questions, such as PACMAN like forces acting on individual particles during part of their synchrotron motion and strong-strong beamheam dynamics, remain to be explored.
